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A Brief History

What is now the 50th State was once the Kingdom of Hawaii. Archaeological studies reveal that the Hawaiian islands have been inhabited since about 400 A.D., having been populated by migrating Polynesians from the western Pacific Ocean. After centuries of isolation, history attributes discovery of these islands to the famous British explorer Captain James Cook who arrived in Hawaii in 1778.

Along with a sophisticated social structure, there was a system of land tenure and resource management in place at the time of Cook’s arrival. Ali’i ‘aimoku or kings were the highest ranking individuals controlling the islands. Their territorial control was dependent on military success and could include portions of islands or entire islands. It was not until the end of the 18th century that the entire Kingdom was united under a single individual sovereign, King Kamehameha I, often referred to as Kamehameha the Great. His legacy was passed down to six more kings and a queen before the ancient system was overthrown and a western styled Republic of Hawaii was formed in 1893. By an Act of the United States Congress on August 12, 1898, Hawaii was annexed to the United States of America and became the Territory of Hawaii. It was in 1959 that Hawaii's citizens chose statehood and Hawaii was welcomed into the Union as the 50th State.

By Patrick M. Cummins, LS
and Mary M. Cummins, LS

Ancient Land Tenure

The ancient Hawaiians developed a complex system of managing their land and natural resources. The basic land entities were the moku, the ahupua'a, and the ili kupono. Moku translates into English as “to cut” and in Hawaiian land terms it means an island, cut off by the surrounding ocean. An ahupua’a is often described in various books as typically being a pie-shaped strip of land running from the top of a mountain range to the sea. It is a self-contained community with a forest area with its products, running streams, flat land for crop growing and the beach area for houses and for the sea’s bounty. In reality, however, few are pie shaped and many do not reach either the sea or the mountain tops. An ili kupono is similar in stature to the ahupua’a, but rather than being a contiguous strip of land, it consists of sections of land unified under a single chief and containing among its scattered sections, called lele, all of the necessary resources that ahupua’a have. (Figure 1)

There were two main classes of people: the ali‘i, or chiefs, and the maka‘ainana, or commoners. The kings, generals and landlords were all of the ali‘i class. All land was under the control of the ali‘i’aimoku who was thought to be godlike and the holder of all land and its products in trust for all of the people. The king distributed the ahupua’a and ili kupono under his control to his loyal chiefs to manage and to provide, in return, tribute in the form of labor, food and other products of the land and sea. These lesser chiefs were known as konohiki, or landlords, and they parceled out portions of the ahupua’a to the maka‘ainana who were the commoners and tenants of the land. It was the maka‘ainana who grew the crops, caught the fish, raised pigs, cut trees and built canoes, etc. In return for the use of plots of land, they, like the landlord above them, provided labor and tribute in the form of products of their work to the konohiki. In addition to managing the tenants use of the land, the konohiki also oversaw the use and distribution of water throughout the lands in their charge and designated certain fish to be reserved for the landlord or for the king. After a battle in which a king acquired additional territory, there was a redistribution of the lands among the king’s loyal generals.

Oral tradition tells us that the names and boundaries of all of the lands in Hawaii were established about 600 years ago. Each ahupua’a had an expert or kahuna whose responsibility was to
know and to preserve the boundaries of the ahupuaa. The boundary kahuna not only preserved knowledge of the ahupua’a boundaries, but passed this information on to a successor. In all, there are approximately 1,800 lands, 1,300 ahupua’a and 500 ili kupono. Ahupua’a and ili kupono boundaries often follow natural monuments such as streams, and ridge lines or manmade monuments such as rock walls. Where there were no specific monuments to run along in ancient times, corners and angle points were marked with stone heaps called ahu in Hawaiian. These ahu, approximately three to five feet in both height and diameter, are still found in many parts of the islands. In later years, ahu were placed atop chiseled “+”s cut in the smooth pahoehoe lava for ease of locating them in future surveys.

Transition to a Western Style of Land Tenure
Kamehameha I died in 1819 and his son, Lihiliho, became King Kamehameha II. Kamehameha II started a series of historical events which led up to the end of the ancient system of land tenure and the advent of a western system of fee simple ownership. The young king and his royal guardian, High Chiefess Kaahumanu, decreed the end of the old religion and the kapu (taboo) system of restrictions on food and behavior that guided the chiefs and commoners in their daily lives. Old temples and stone idols were destroyed.

This event was followed by the arrival of missionaries from America in April of 1820. A shipload of Calvinists sent by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions arrived from New England and quickly set about to convert the native population, including many of the highest ranking chiefs and chieftesses. The missionaries were asked by the ali`i to start a school for the chiefs’ children so that they might be taught about the world outside of Hawaii and to teach them to learn the basic skills of reading, writing and arithmetic. Up until the arrival of the missionaries, the Hawaiian culture had no written language. All historical information was handed down from generation to generation by word of mouth. At the Chief’s Children’s School in Honolulu and at Lahainaluna Seminary, another missionary school at Lahaina, Maui, native children were taught basic knowledge and skills including geography and map making.

In 1839, King Kamehameha III declared a Bill of Rights which stated that nothing could be taken from any individual, including land, except by express provision of the law. In 1840, the King presented the first Constitution creating a Monarchial form of government with a bicameral legislature consisting of a house of Nobles appointed by the King and a House of Representatives elected by the people. In December of 1845, a law was passed entitled “An Act to Reorganize the Executive Branch of Government.” This act created a Board of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles (Land Commission) whose purpose was to receive and adjudicate claims for land. Successful claims were given Land Commission Awards of fee simple title. By the demise of the Land Commission on March 31, 1855, it had dealt with more than 13,000 claims.

First Surveys
One of the requirements for obtaining a Land Commission Award was a survey of the claimed parcel. Since the konohiki awards were for ahupua’a and ili kupono, the survey requirement presented a problem right at the beginning of the process. Ahupua’a varied in size from 184,000 acres in the case of the land of Kahuku on the island of Hawaii to 4 acres for the ahupua’a of Uhao in Lahaina on
Maui. On Oahu, the largest ahupua’a is Honouliuli with approximately 43,000 acres and the smallest is Kapano with 40 acres. With approximately 1,800 of these konohiki lands to survey and several thousand tenant claims, the Land Commission was in a dilemma since there were few qualified individuals available to perform the surveys. In 1852, the legislature passed an act to allow the Land Commission to issue Land Commission Awards to konohiki land claims by their land names and ancient boundaries without surveys.

The claims of the maka’ainana known as kuleana claims consisted of several parts. The average tenant claim had three parts: a house lot limited to 1/4 acre by law, and two other patches limited to what was actually being improved or cultivated. While three parts is the average, some claims had as many as 14 pieces. These were usually a kalo (the staple food of the Hawaiians) patch and a patch for dry land crops such as sugar cane, sweet potatoes or melons or for pasturing animals. With around 10,000 of these claims, there were at least 30,000 individual surveys to be made.

Most field surveys were made with compass and chain, independent of any network of survey controls or comprehensive maps of the kingdom. These were the first boundary surveys to be made in Hawaii. Up until this time, the only maps were those made primarily by the ships of discovery for the purpose of charting safe harbors and for general topography. In 1838, S.P. Kalama, a native Hawaiian trained at the missionary school at Lahainaluna made a map in eight panels showing the Hawaiian Islands (Figure 2). It is quite amazing in its scale and orientation given

Figure 3 Original metes & bounds description prepared by Land Commission surveyor E. Bailey.

Figure 4 Sketch attached to description by E. Bailey.
the sparse survey information available at the time. It is also the first map to show the names of ahupua'a in their respective locations.

Because these original surveys were independent of each other, no coordinated effort was made to relate one to another, no standard for performing surveys was made by the Land Commission and very few corners were marked, retracing these surveys remains a challenge to surveyors today. It was soon discovered that some of the compasses used had been out of adjustment. Also, declinations had to be determined in each locale due to the varying influences of the metal contents of the lava which affected the compass readings. Additional challenges included problems arising from the inexperience of many of the ship captains and untrained volunteers performing the ground surveys.

A simple explanation of the process involved in the original surveys and awards for all of the kuleana lands of Hawaii is as follows: 1) written claim letters were sent to the Land Commission by February 14, 1848 with a general description of the claim and the location; 2) testimony was taken from witnesses to support claim; 3) copies of claim letter and testimony were sent to surveyors in the field; 4) surveyors met on the ground with the claimant, witnesses and representatives of the konohiki of the ahupua'a in which the kuleana lay and when an agreement was reached, the survey was made; 5) the surveyor prepared “Original Notes of Survey” consisting of a metes and bounds description and a sketch to scale; 6) Land Commission made final determination and issued a Certificate of Award; 7) Claimant was provided with the Award upon payment of costs including the survey, copies, notices and processing fees.

Konohiki claims did not require testimony, or surveys if by name only. The only proof needed of their claim was their name in the Mahele Book which will be discussed below under ORIGINAL LAND TITLES. In addition, konohiki were required to pay a commutation to the government for their ahupua'a and ili kupono to extinguish any remaining government interest in the lands. This allowed konohiki awardees to obtain Royal Patents from the Minister of Interior for their awarded claims. With the exception of awards for houselots and other lands in the districts of Honolulu, Lahaina and Hilo, kuleana awardees were exempt by law from paying this commutation and were issued Royal Patents by simply applying for them.

Surveyors of the Land Commission came from all walks of life and included American ship captains, natives trained by the missionaries and European residents. One such individual was Rudolph Wilhelm Meyer, an engineer educated in Germany that stayed in Hawaii on his way to the California gold rush.

The “Original Notes of Survey” prepared by the Land Commission Surveyors was based on a format originating in the New England states. It consisted of a title, usually the Claim Number, the land name, district and island, a piece number for claims with multiple parts, a descriptive call as to the type of parcel, such as house lot or taro patch, a point of beginning and courses listed by compass bearing, distance in chains, links or decimal of chains, and a call for adjoining claimant or monument or both, closing statement and area. The sketches accompanying the description are typical of this era. This description format survives to the present (Figures 3 & 4). Award and Grant documents were in the Hawaiian language if the recipient was a native and in English if it was a foreigner.
When the original Notes of Survey were received by the Land Commission, they were copied into large volumes or copy books. Those that had been prepared in English were translated into Hawaiian by clerks in the Land Office, depending on the nationality of the awardee or grantee as explained above.

**Original Land Titles**

Before the Land Commission could begin adjudicating land claims, it had to determine who had an interest in the land. It determined that the King should retain all of his private lands as his own personal property. One third of the remaining lands should be set aside as the property of the Hawaiian Government, one third to the chiefs and konohiki and the remaining third to the tenants. The first step taken to separate these interests was called the Great...
Mahele or Division. In early 1848, the King sat down with his chiefs, approximately 240 of them, and redistributed all of the lands of Hawaii. It was the aforementioned S.P. Kalama that assisted the King in the Mahele. Each chief came to the table with the lands he or she possessed. The King and chief agreed upon a redistribution, the King taking certain lands from the chiefs list with the remaining lands being left to the chief. These agreed upon redistributions took the form of quit claim deeds and were written into a ledger known as the “Mahele Book.”

Once this process was completed, the King took the lands he had just obtained from his chiefs and after keeping his personal lands for himself, his heirs and assigns, he gave the vast majority of them to his people in the form of government lands. This act of the King became known as the “Second Mahele.” The Land Commission could now begin the process of determining claims for konohiki lands. Both of these acts of division by the King were ratified by an act of the legislature on June 7, 1848.

A law passed just four weeks before the Kuleana Act, made it legal for foreign-born residents to own land. The Kuleana Act of 1850 authorized the Land Commission to issue awards for kuleana claims and as a result of the “Second Mahele,” the government now had a list of lands to sell to those that did not otherwise have land and to generate income for the treasury to operate the government. All title to the lands of Hawaii originate with one of the following sources: 1) King Kamehameha Deeds for properties that were sold from the King’s personal lands; 2) Land Commission Awards (Figure 5); and 3) Government Grants. The government land sales were by Royal Patent Grants.

After the overthrow of the monarchy and up to the present, these government conveyances are made by Land Patent Grants.

The Hawaiian Gov’t Survey

By 1870, not having any maps of the kingdom and not having any idea where the kuleana, ahupua’a, and government land sales were located, there was no way for the government to know how much government land remained, if any. The Minister of the Interior petitioned the legislature to fund a survey to map and inventory all of the lands of the kingdom. Known as the Hawaiian Government Survey and using instruments and equipment borrowed from the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, a comprehensive ground survey began in 1871. The Survey’s mission was threefold: 1) to establish a survey control network across the entire island nation; 2) locate topographic features such as roads, shoreline, ridges, streams and evidence of occupation such as walls, fences, houses, and evidence of Land Commission Awards, government grants and ahupua’a boundaries; and 3) to plot all of this information on maps.
using the abundance of information at their disposal. (Figure 6)

This great effort continued until 1900. When the United States government sent the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey (USC&GS) to its newest Territory, it found that the control network of the Hawaiian Government Survey was well established and of excellent quality. The USC&GS re-monumented most of the existing stations and re-measured the network. The new values were published in U.S. Government Publication No.156 (Figures 7&8). Measuring between islands was a monumental task for both the Hawaiian Government Survey and the USC&GS. As a result of the Hawaiian Government Survey and the USC&GS surveys, boundaries in Hawaii are usually referenced with geodetic coordinates referred to a local trig station. Although the original Land Commission Surveys used bearings, a system of true azimuths measured clockwise from South was developed during the execution of the Hawaiian Government Survey and the work completed by the USC&GS and is the system used exclusively in Hawaii. This azimuth system is legislated by Hawaii Revised Statutes Chapter 502 pertaining to the filing of surveys of regular system lands and Rule 101 of the Rules of the Land Court when filing surveys of lands registered in the Land Court.

Conclusion
Modern surveys in Hawaii are conducted technically in the same way as in any other of the states. While district and county lines change configurations from time to time, their boundaries are along ancient ahu'upa'a boundaries. Many of the original ahu'upa'a were not surveyed and many kuleana remain unsurveyed since the 1850s and will require an understanding of the Hawaiian land tenure system and the methods used during the Land Commission and the Hawaiian Government Survey to retrace. In addition, while Hawaiian law is United States Common Law, it is subject to Hawaiian custom and usage. A recent Second Circuit Court Decision states “…the common law doctrine of accretion is subject to and overruled by Hawaiian usage and law.” Licensed Professional Land Surveyors are not required to speak the Hawaiian language, however, a minimum knowledge of the ancient land tenure system, the ancient customs and traditions pertaining to land, and the ability to work with a Hawaiian dictionary to understand the basic measurements and calls in a Land Commission Award description are necessary to practice land surveying in the 50th state.

Patrick and Mary Cummins are the owners of Hawaii Land Consultants. They have had their own business since 1988, specializing in boundaries and Hawaiian land matters.